Performance Level
Creative Challenge
Performance Level - Creative Challenge

This optional creative challenge is a part of the "Performance" level of the AI Planning course.

As one strand of the "Performance Level" of the course, and as a challenge to the AI Planning MOOC community, we would like to ask that you create a video or other on-line digital artifact on an AI planning topic, application or system of interest to you.

Title

The video or digital artifact should have a title as follows:
- AI Planning for X (where X is an application area or field), or
- AI Planning with Y (where Y is a specific technology, system or planner)
- Variations are admissible to encourage creative submissions

Technical Aspects

Your video or digital artifact should be suitable for uploading to an openly accessible site such as YouTube, Prezi or your own choice of facility. The site must not require a viewer to have an account on that facility or require login to view the material. It should have a target length for viewing, reading or exploration of 8 minutes (suggested minimum of 4 minutes and maximum of 12 minutes). If you produce a video, it is suggested that this be in MPEG-4 (.mp4) format and have a size of 1280x720 (HD 720p) but this is not essential, and any format you can produce that can be shared is fine.

No specific language for the video or digital artifact is required, but if you use a language other than English please encourage others in the class who can speak your chosen language to comment.

Sharing Your Creation

When you have created your video or digital artifact, do the following:

1. Upload it to the openly accessible site of your choice.
2. Post an entry on the main shared wiki Challenge page.
3. Describe the video or digital artifact with a URL link directly to it in the course discussion forum in the "Creative Challenge" sub-forum.

4. Note that these URLs will be asked for in the exam when you submit your creative challenge result.
5. Make sure you actually submit your creative challenge information for credit in the time allowed.
Alternate Access

Since some media sharing sites like YouTube cannot be accessed in some countries, if you have the facilities and experience, please consider providing alternative access arrangements to your movie or digital artifact.

Respect Copyright

Please respect media copyright in this exercise. Remember to take care with use of images, video or audio clips and only use those that are allowed. Videos or digital artifacts using copyright materials without permission will not be admitted. Examples of places to look for images you may be able to use are http://search.creativecommons.org/ and http://commons.wikimedia.org/. Credit the image creator or provider in a visible way at the point of use (which sometimes is required) or on a credits page within the video or digital artifact. You might also consider attaching a Creative Commons licence (e.g. CC-BY) to your own video or artifact so that others can make use of it.